
EDS3000.1FD-E3
FULL RANGE MONO AMPLIFIER
POWER • PRECISION • VERSATILITY
New to the Street Series amplifiers is a full range, full bridge mono amplifier. 

These amps feature Class D topology but use a full bridge method of power delivery. This 
is a more efficient method of converting DC power from your battery to AC output for your 
speakers. Full bridge technology allows us to generate large power in a tiny footprint. All 
models have built in active crossovers and bass boost and can be used to power subwoofers, 
midrange drivers or tweeters.

Compact and powerful, the perfect amplifier upgrade for those wanting more than the norm.

BEST TECHNOLOGY - Featuring full bridge technology that is ultra efficient which 
allows every user to get the most output from their power supply and allowing an even 
smaller footprint.

PREMIUM DESIGN - Brand new heat sink design with custom tooled edge logo and 
fins for increased surface area to dissipate heat

BEST FEATURES - Wide-band full range frequency response allows this amplifier to be 
paired with any speaker from subs to tweeters with a response of 15Hz-20kHz.

PRO FEATURES - Featuring a remote bass knob, High and low pass filters, Power, pro-
tect and clip lights this amp has a multitude of features allowing you to tune it perfectly 
to your own use case whether as a bass amp or for midrange and tweeters.

CLASS D

MOSFET POWER

BASS ENHANCE

REMOTE GAIN

Ultra Class D Monoblock amplifier with 
high efficiency.

Our new amps are designed with ultra 
efficient full bridge technology.  With 

reliable Mosfets.

Parametric bass boost allows up to 
+12dB of boost at any

frequency between 30Hz and 70Hz.

Level remote control  allows easy 
adjustment of level from the front of the 

vehicle.

When using this amp to power mid-
range and tweeters an adjustable high 
pass filter can be applied to limit low 
frequencies emitted from the amp. 

Protecting your speakers

A Low Pass Filter allows
users to accurately limit the level of

higher frequencies playing though their 
bass drivers.

HIGH  PASS FILTER

LOW PASS FILTER

DOWNLOADS

Model EDS3000.1FD-E3
Configuration Monoblock

Dimensions 
(H x W x D)

63mm (2.5”) x 184mm 
(7.2”) x 232mm (9.1”)

RMS @ 4Ω 1 x 1100 watts
RMS @ 2Ω 1 x 2050 watts
RMS @ 1Ω 1 x 3300 watts

Maximum Power 6600 watts
Frequency Response 15Hz - 20kHz

Crossover Type LP / HP
Crossover Range 15Hz - 20kHz

Topology Class D

PHOTO’S VIDEO’S SPEC’S

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/4fa3949jjkx0jqpfbdkm6/h?rlkey=c8uph3kvu7bjlqo5sxxbliclj&dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/shqe9n8hyiwpdbrfr9w7x/h?rlkey=f9muacs2bar6513e4ixx1m01q&dl=0

